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Problem Statement:

Improving the engagement on Facebook from the younger users (age <30 years) who have
been using more of Instagram, Snapchat and Tiktok over the last few years.

Introduction:

Facebook has been one of the most widely used social media platforms with 2.89 billion
monthly active users. However, the popularity of Facebook has begun to slow down and has
been losing users in the younger demographic, who are now shifting to other social media sites,
such as Snapchat and Instagram.

Facebook’s app has seen a 30% decline in the number of downloads in both the App Store and
Google Play Store when compared to the previous year.

Pain points for young users on Facebook:

The insights after conducting a secondary research suggest that people are leaving facebook
because of the following pain points:

● Lack of entertaining content
● Unnecessary posts and Advertisements
● Getting addicted to the platform and wasting time
● Security concerns
● Peer pressure to move to new platforms

Primary Pain point:

Among these reasons, the most significant one was the lack of interesting content on the
platform.

In a research conducted on facebook users of this age group, 51% stated the above reason.
Now that we have identified the core reason which is causing the people to leave the platform,
let us drill down and analyze the content

Content across platforms:

App Primary Content Features

Instagram ● Pictures, short video reels
● 24hr disappearing photo/video stories

● Engagement with content from
people who aren’t friends too

● Lot of filters and editing options
● Choosing who can view their stories

https://www.statista.com/statistics/264810/number-of-monthly-active-facebook-users-worldwide/
https://9to5mac.com/2021/05/13/report-facebook-app-downloads-drop-30-amid-tiktok-growth-and-privacy-concerns/
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fpsyg.2020.01497/full
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Tiktok ● Short videos ● Engagement with outside Content
● Extensive editing options
● Audience is whole tik tok community

Snapchat ● 24hr disappearing photo/video stories ● Engagement with outside Content
● Filters and editing options

Takeaway: Popularity for watching/creating shorter content is high.

Facebook already also has reels and stories which caters this content. But isn’t available to gain
enough traction.

In terms of engagement, organic video posts receive 38% more engagement than photos.

Hence, we can look at this problem as improving or making Facebook’s reels interesting
because reels is completely focussed on videos while stories are more photos and static
content oriented.

Improving Facebook Reels:

Increasing the engagement on facebook reels by making them interesting it is the goal we have
set for ourselves and let’s solve this by:

● Identifying user groups
● Choosing one of among these user groups based on impact
● Identifying the pain points
● Figuring out the most severe pain points
● Ideating solutions for these pain points
● Choosing one of these solutions based on costs and benefits

Users:

On a broad level the user groups can divided into
● Content creators and
● Viewers

Because we are trying to make the content more interesting, focussing on the creators is
more important because they are the backbone of the platform.

Even in content creators. There are three types
1. Pro users: Who are Professionals or influencers
2. Normal Users: People who have been producing good content generating good views

and looking to make it big
3. Starters: People who are just getting started

https://mention.com/en/reports/instagram/engagement/#1
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Let’s choose Normal Users as these people have crossed that initial step of validation on the
platform and a great impact can be created if we can help a normal user make it big.

Pain points of Creators:

To understand the pain points of the users let’s first look at their journey. Following is the journey
of a creator:

● Deciding to create a meme
● Creating a reel
● Posting a reel
● Getting feedback from the viewers

Now let’s look at the pain points in each of these stages and identify which are the most severe:

S.No Pain Points Status

1 Not being able to easily access reels Not Addressed

2 Not being able to create visually appealing reels Addressed with beautify
feature

3 Not being able to create creative and engaging reels Not addressed

4 Having to use an external tool to edit Partially Addressed with edit
option

5 Not being able to create, save and post later Addressed with save option

6 Not being able to get enough attention on their reel Addressed with Post to
‘Public’ option

7 Difficulty in getting relevant feedback on their content Not Addressed

Let’s focus on pain points which are not addressed currently and ideate solutions for them.

1. Not being able to easily access the create reels option:

The option to create reels is not prominent on the app right now and involves a lot of steps. To
solve this we can

● Create a dedicated space on the app

2. Not being able to create creative and engaging reels:

Following are the ways in which this can be addressed
● Showing the latest trends and popular type of reels on the platform
● Partnering with professional creators and making tutorial videos on how to create

engaging content
● Creating step wise templates for the users to easily follow and create content
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● Creating advanced imagery assistance and helping the user in adjusting the camera
angles, frames correctly and creating content.

● Creating a recommendation engine which automatically suggests the best content from
the gallery.

3. Difficulty in understanding the feedback and create better content:

Following are the solutions for this:
● Showing the comments from the viewers who regularly watch and comment on the

user’s content
● Providing a search bar so that the user can search across the comments
● Showing the most relevant comments by using ML algorithms and also taking input from

the user
● Using NLP to identify the topics being discussed and also the sentiment of the users

Prioritising solutions:

S.No Solution Effort Impact

1 Creating a dedicated space for reels on the app Low High

2 Showing latest trends and popular reels to help the user Low High

3 Partnering with professionals to create tutorials on creating reels Medium High

4 Creating step wise templates for the user to easily follow High Low

5 Creating advanced imagery guidance to help user High Low

6 Recommendation engine to identify best content in local memory High Medium

7 Showing comments from loyal viewers Low High

8 Providing a search bar to filter the comments section Low High

9 Using ML to show relevant or irrelevant comments Medium High

10 NLP to identify the topics being discussed and sentiment across
all the comments

Medium High

MVP:

In the MVP let’s focus on implementing solutions which have High impact but require less effort
to implement. Hence, following are the changes that we will be introducing in MVP

● Creating a dedicated space for reels on the app
● Showing trends in the reels world to the user
● Providing a search bar in the comments section
● Showing comments from the loyal viewers
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Wireframes:

Adding dedicated Reels button on screen On Clicking the reels icon

The trends feature:

Following is how the trends page looks like. Whenever the user logs in, it shows the trending
reels, reels popular in user’s followers and few other categories. Now because initially we won’t
be knowing what kind of content the user creates, the list is diverse. Once we figure what kind of
content the user is into, the reels listed will be more relevant. For now let’s use the search bar

On clicking Trends On filtering for Dance
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Now that the user has filtered the list of reels which are relevant, he’ll proceed to view one of the
listed reels.

The following are the options that are already available to the user:
● Liking the reel
● Commenting on the reel
● Sharing the reel

The set of new features are
● Creating a duet
● And the drop down on create button at the top
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Duet is a standard feature across all platforms
and also available on Instagram so Facebook
can leverage that and include it here too.

The drop down isn’t available on the app
and it’s only ‘create’ currently .
The drop down will ask the users if they
want to start creating a reel with the template
of the current reel.

Template includes Music, Effects and
any other editing the original creator has  made
using the in-app tools.

➔ On clicking one of the reels

Comments section solutions:

The profile section doesn’t have a dedicated reels button and also doesn’t have an option to
access created reels.

Dedicated reels buttons on Profile section On Clicking My reels
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My Reels Page:

As illustrated above the user gets to access his created reels after clicking and the ‘i’ icon is
used to highlight the insights page.

On clicking any reel. The user will be redirected to the Insights page.

Various information will be available to the users so that they can track their progress.

The information also has % increase or
decrease just like stocks are listed on
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share market

Apart from this the users also get to
access their comments all at once
and can search through them.

When a user searches for a tag word, all the
comments containing that will be appearing

Also the users can sort the comments list
Based on

● Time
● Popularity of the comment( based on

engagement on the comment)
● The loyalty of commenters ( based

on % of previous videos watched)

➔ On clicking a reel

Phase-2:

In this phase we are introducing the medium effort and High Impact features to the product.

1. Introducing tutorials in the trends page:
Tutorial will be created partnering with content creators and this will listed on the trends page

2. Introducing NLP in the comments section:
Using NLP techniques like topic modelling, classification and sentiment analysis, looking at all
the comments a sentiment score will be generated, topics being discussed will identified and a
relevance score will be generated using which the comments can be sorted
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Introducing tutorials section in the trends page Introducing NLP part to detect  topics,sentiments
and sort by relevance in comments

Metrics:

Let’s divide the metrics into three categories

North-Star Metric:

● Avg engagement time of a user per day(mins,hrs)

Creator Metrics:

● Daily active creators, Weekly active creators, Monthly active creators
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● Avg number of users creating a reel per day
● Avg number of users clicking on trends per day
● Avg number of users creating reels using pre-set templates
● Avg number of users accessing the insights page per day
● Avg number of views per reel
● Avg engagement time per reel

Viewer Metrics:

● Daily Active Users, Weekly Active Users, Monthly Users
● Avg engagement time on reels per day
● Avg daily number of reels viewed per day

Adoption Problems:

Adoption problems in these proposed
features can occur due to

● Lack of awareness:
This problem can be
tackled by marketing from influencers,
leveraging push notifications, using
coach marks and highlighting the
features by giving it dedicated space
on the screen.

● Lack of personalisation:
User having to do everything from the
Beginning even after using the feature
multiple times can be a major reason for
Decline in adoption. Hence, in our case
The trends page need to automatically filter the content according to user pref and even
the comments need to filtered based on user history

● Lack of value add:
If the users see no value add and the metrics we set for ourselves to track aren’t
increasing then the solutions proposed need to be reworked upon. This can be only
understood after launching an MVP with a good go-to market strategy to test and
validate the impact of the solution.

Go-to Market strategy:

Our strategy needs to be
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● Launching the MVP
● Making our target users aware of the new features
● Communicating the value to add to these people - ‘Create Nail your Reels’
● Validating the feature’s impact with an A/B test

A/B testing:

Our chosen target users are content creators who aren’t famous. These people try to spread
their content and not be bound by their network size. Hence following is how we’ll have to
conduct the test

● Identify users who have posted at least one reel in the last week in public mode on
facebook
Or Users who posted at least one ree in the last week on Facebook which they made on
instagram

● Out of these users, identify users who have been generating more than 1k views
● For 10% of these users launch the MVP and run the experiment for three weeks
● Compare the creator metrics that we’ve defined for both of these segments
● If we see a significant rise in these metrics then proceed for launching the next phase


